
https://share.coursera.org/wiki/index.php/ML:Main
Coding tutorials: https://www.coursera.org/learn/machine-learning/discussions/
m0ZdvjSrEeWddiIAC9pDDA
Test cases: https://www.coursera.org/learn/machine-learning/forum/
8LDwTL2SEeSEJSIACyEKsQ/discussions/0SxufTSrEeWPACIACw4G5w

Lesson 1

Supervised learning: algorithms that learn to predict correct responses by being 
trained on a set of known good data. Ie: regression algorithm (fit function to 
existing points, then use function to generate new ones).

Regression problem: predict a continuous value from input data
Classification problem: predict a discrete variable (ie malignant / benign) from 
input data.

Unsupervised learning: find some structure for input data. e.g. clustering. (social 
network analysis, market segmentation, ..) Cocktail party algorithm: find 
structure in data (separating voices in a party) (SVD; single value 
decomposition.) 

Data modeling
  m: number of training examples
  x: input variables
  y: output variable
  (x, y): one training example
  x^i, y^i: the i^th training example
  h: hypothesis function. h(x) = y
  
Linear regression: h_th(x) = th_0 + th_1 * x

Cost function
  Minimize square difference between h(x) and y
  Cost function: J(th_0, th_1). "squared error function"
    half the average of the sum of squares of the differences
    a good general purpose cost function
  Happily this function is convex, so only one global optimum. Gradient descent 
works great.
    
Gradient descent
  Repeatedly adjust th_0 and th_1 by the derivative of the cost function
    The update for each adjustment of th_0 is simply the sum of differences 
between h() and y.
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    The update for each adjustment of th_1 is the sum of (differences between h() 
and y * x)
  "Batch" gradient descent: use all training examples for every step of the 
algorithm
  ALso there's a learning rate alpha. Too small, it converges slowly. Too large, it 
diverges.

Lesson 2

Multivariate Linear Regression

Linear regression with multiple input variables.
  x^i_j: feature j of training input i
h_th(x) = th_0 + th_1*x_1 + th_2*x_2 + th_3*x*3....
basically: theta is now a vector, we dot product it with x.
  simpler if we always assume x_0 = 1.
  now h_th(x) = transpose(theta) dotproduct x

Gradient descent works the same with multivariable.
  J(th); you can update each th_0, th_1, ... independently.
  
  
Feature scaling

If your input variables are at different scales, it's best to normalize each variable.
  Ie: if x_1 is 0-2000 sqft and x_2 is 1-5 bedrooms, then normalize variables to 
[-1,1]
  Can be a bit sloppy... -3 to 3 or -0.33 to 0.33 is OK. More than that, normalize.
  Helps convergence time
Mean normalization; shift values so each feature has a mean value of 
approximately 0
  Scale [0,2000] sq ft to [-1,1]. x_1 <- (x_1 - avg(x_1))   / (max - min)

Tips for making gradient descent work well

How do you know it's working? J(th) should be getting smaller after more 
iterations.
How many iterations required? Depends on the app. Could be 30, or 3000, or 
30,000,000.
How do you know when you're done? When J(th) isn't getting much smaller any 
more.
If J(th) is getting bigger for iterations then your learning rate alpha is probably 



too high.
How to set learning rate alpha? Pick a rate, then increase it 3x each time until 
you picked too far.

Features and Polynomial Regression

Features: you can make your own features. Say input variables are "lot width" 
and "lot height".
  It might make more sense to synthesize a "lot area" feature that is w*h and 
then fit based on that.
  
Polynomial regression
  Linear regression is h_th(x) = th_0 + th_1 * x.
  Cubic: h_th(x) = th_0 + th_1 * x + th_2 * x^2 + th_3 * x^3
  This is conceptually a lot like choosing features where a feature may be x*x*x.
  Note that cubing a feature really magnifies scale problems. Normalize!

Normal Equation

Analytic solution for theta optimization. No need for gradient descent. No need 
for feature scaling.
If X is input feature matrix ("design matrix") and y is the desired output vector 
("label vector"), then
  Theta = inverse (XT X) * XT * y
  https://share.coursera.org/wiki/index.php/
ML:Linear_Regression_with_Multiple_Variables#Normal_Equation
  Octave: pinv(X' * X) * X' * y
Downside to the analytic solution is pinv() is slow; O(n^3). If you have 10,000+ 
features gradient descent may be faster.
  (note: matrix inversion is more like O(n^2.5) with advanced algorithms)
X' * X may also be noninvertible. pinv() deals with that for us. usual reason is two 
identical features.

Octave

who / whos: show all defined local variables in worksapce
load / save files. there's a .mat format with metadata
matrix operations:
  matrices and vectors are indexed starting at 1.
  size(A)
  slicing. A(2:4,3:3) is 2nd through 4th rows, 3rd column.
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  concatenation. [A, [1; 2; 3]] appends a column to A.  [A,B] and [A;B] both work.
  A .* B: element-wise multiplication. There's also ./, .^, ...
  A' is transpose(A)
plotting:
  'hold on': draw plots on top of old plot, don't start blank
  figure(2): switch to figure 2. lets you have multiple plots.
  subplot(1,3,2): dive plot into 3 areas, address area 2.
  axis(): set axes
  clf: clear figure
  imagesc(A): heatmap sort of plot of a matrix.
    imagesc(A), colorbar, colormap gray
  print -dpng foo.png: save the figure as a PNG

Homework

Correct answer to gradient descent
Iter 0 Cost 32.072734
Theta found by gradient descent: -3.630291 1.166362
For population = 35,000, we predict a profit of 4519.767868
For population = 70,000, we predict a profit of 45342.450129

Lesson 3

Classification problems
Classify input into discrete categories: spam/not spam, malignant/benign
  y, the output, is always 0 or 1. (there are also multiclass options.)
Ghetto approach: linear regression, and h(x) > 0.5 = 1, h(x) < 0.5 = 0.
  Doesn’t really work. Example: outliers move the slope too much.

Logistic regression; a better approach. (Note, not “linear regression”).
Linear regression: h_th(x) = th’ * x
Logistic function: h_th(x) = g(th’ * x)
g is the sigmoid function (or logistic function)
  g(z) = 1 / (1 + e^-z)
  it maps the set of real numbers to 0 to 1. g(0) = 0.5. exponential falloff both 
directions.
Logistic function output is 0 to 1. It is the probability that y = 1.
  Ie: if h_th(x) = 0.7, then “probability it is malignant is 70%”

Decision boundary
Classification function:



  y = 1 if h_th(x) >= 0.5
because of the sigmoid function, that’s equivalent to
  y = 1 if (th’ * X >= 0)
The decision boundary therefore is the line where
  th’ * X == 0
Non-linear decision boundaries: if h_th(x) is not a linear function, you can draw 
shapes
  h_th(x) = g (th_0 + th_1*x_1 + th_2 * x_2 + th_3 + x_1^2 + th_4 * x_2^2)
  the decision boundary there is x_1^2 + x_2^2 == 1, which is a circle.
Note: the decision boundary is entirely a function of your h() function and theta. 
It doesn’t depend on training set.

Logistic regression: cost function
Reminder: h_th(x) = 1 / (1 + e^_-(th_t * X))
If we use the “sum of squared differences” cost function we used for linear 
regression, you get a non-convex cost function.
  the sigmoid in the cost function confuses things.
We want convex so gradient descent converges
So let’s use this cost function:
  Cost(h_th(x), y) =
    -log(h_th(x)) if y = 1
    -log(1-h_th(x)) if y = 0
  This is basically “the log of the probability we predicted”
    error term is infinity if we were 100% wrong. 0 if 100% right. nice log curve 
between

Logistic regression: simplified cost function, gradient descent
This is the thing we are implementing.
First, simplify that if/then in the cost function
  cost(h_th(x), y) = -y log (h_th(x)) - (1-y) log (1-h_th(x))
  can do this because we know y is 0 or 1
If you then simplify the J() function we used for linear regression,
  you end up with the exact same equation for linear regression!
  the difference is h_th(x) is now this sigmoid function.
Feature scaling is also valuable for logistic regression
Conclusion: gradient descent in logistic regression is very similar to linear 
regression
  big difference is adding the sigmoid to the hypothesis function h_th().

Logistic Regression: Advanced Optimization
Programmer defines J(theta) and d/dJ(theta). optimization algorithm then finds 
optimal theta.
More efficient optimization algorithms than gradient descent



  Conjugate gradient, BFGS, L-BFGS
  Advantages: converge faster, don’t need to manually pick the learning rate 
alpha
  Disadvantage: more complex. Best to use someone’s library.
Octave has algorithms build in. See fminunc() and optimset()
You just write a costFunction that calculates J(theta) and partial derivatives of J 
with respect to each theta_i

Multiclass Classification
y can be more than 0 or 1. multiple classes
One-vs-all classification. (aka one-vs-rest).
Let’s say we have 3 classes: a, b, c
  Recast problem as three problems. “is it a or not a”? “is it b or n to b”? “is it c 
or not c”?
  To classify, pick the one with max probability.

Overfitting
Underfit: when your model is too simple for the reality. Ie fitting a straight line to 
something that’s really quadratic. “High bias”.
Overfit: using too complex a model. 4th order polynomial when it’s really just 
quadratic. “High variance”.
In general overfitting is when you have too many features. Your learned 
hypothesis may not generalize well.
Option 1 to fix: reduce number of features, and/or use a model selection 
algorithm
Option 2: reduce magnitude of theta_j parameters

Regularization: cost function
Small values for theta_j leads to a simpler hypothesis that’s less prone to 
overfitting
  (this is not intuitive. in particular to me it seems shrinking all theta the same 
amount should be a no-op!
So add a term to the J(theta) we’re minimizing.
  lambda * sum(1..n) theta_j^2
  (note we leave out theta_0; it’s not penalized)
  this biases the optimization algorithm to prefer small theta
lambda is the regularization parameter
lambda should not be too big. there are algorithms to pick it

Regularized linear regression
Gradient descent
  Once you do the partial derivative of J(), the new term is as simple as
    lambda/m * theta_j



  You add that to the gradient descent finder for all theta_j except theta_0
  The effect is that each loop of gradient descent tries to shrink theta_j a little bit
Normal equation
  no regularization: theta = pinv(X’ * X)  * X’ * y
  with regularization: theta = pinv(X’ * X + lambda * M) * X’ * y
    where M is a matrix that’s the identity matrix but M(1, 1) = 0
  as a bonus, this lambda term makes the matrix invertible so you can always 
use the true inverse.

Regularized logistic regression
Add a regularization parameter to the sigmoid cost function
  (lambda / 2m) * sum(1..n) theta_j^2
To use fminunc() you add the same lambda/m * theta_j to each gradient function

Lesson 4

Neural networks: non linear hypotheses
Regression techniques not good for non-linear, complex classification
  Consider classifying something with 100 input variables using a quadratic 
model: 5000 features!
  A cubic model is O(n^3) where n is the number of input variables
Computer vision: pixel matrix is an enormous number of input variables

Neurons and the brain
neural networks date back to 80s; newly popular starting late 90s
one learning algorithm hypothesis: mammal brains learn all things with the same 
algorithm, no specialization

Model representation
Neuron in neural network is a logistic unit. Input vector x, output h_th(x). where 
h_th(x) = 1 / (1 + e^-(th’ * X))
  Neuron has a “sigmoid activation function”. Theta vector is “weights”.
A neural network is a group of these logistic units where output from one is fed 
to another.
  Typically layered. Input layer, hidden middle layers, output layer.
a_i^j: “activation of unit i in layer j”, the value of an input to unit i in layer j
Theta^j: matrix of weights controlling function mapping from layer j to layer j+1
  Dimension of Theta^j is based on number of units in layers j and j+1
Forward propagation
  values at layer n+1 are basically h(Theta * layer_n). each layer computed by 
matrix multiplication, then logistic function



  don’t forget to add in bias at each level, constant integer 1
A single layer of a neural network is basically logistic regression
  A two layer network lets the hidden layer to sort of guess how to combine input 
features

Examples and Intuitions
Single layer neural networks can calculate some boolean functions like x AND y, 
NOT x AND NOT y
Two layer network can calculate XNOR as (x AND y) OR (NOT x AND NOT y)
Visualization of a simple OCR for digits from AT&T Research

Multiclass Classification
Output from neural network is a vector of values
  IsCar IsPedestrian IsMotorcycle IsTruck
  hopefully only one is set to 1

Lesson 5: neural network backpropagation

Cost Function
L: total number of layers. s_l: number of nodes in layer l.
K: number of output units. Just one for binary classifier, N for N-class classifier
Cost function is generalization of regularized logistic regression. We sum it over 
all K outputs.

Backpropagation algorithm
delta_j^l: the error of node j in layer l
for the final layer, delta4 is the difference between desired output and actual 
output
  d^4 = a^4 - y
for the layer before, delta3 is a function of delta4, theta3, and a3
  d3 = theta3’ * d4 .* g’(z3).
  g’(z3) = a3 .* (1 - a3)
partial derivative is even simpler than that!

Backpropagation intuition
lecture covered confusing details of propagation
to me, it seemed like other regression optimization, just applied to multiple 
layers

Unrolling parameters
Problem: fminunc() only works on vectors, not matrices



Each layer of the network has an NxM matrix Theta1, Theta2, … of parameters 
theta for it
So unroll the L matrices: thetaVec = [ Theta1(:); Theta(:); Theta3(:) ]
Theta1(:) unrolls a single matrix into a vector. The semicolon concatenates 
vectors
To unroll: Theta2 = reshape(thetaVec(111:220), 10, 11);
Our cost function takes the unrolled matrices as input, so first we have to 
reshape.
Then calculate D1, D2, D3 matrices from the math, then unroll those into a 
vector to return.

Gradient checking
Easy to have bugs that look like it is optimizing, but isn’t.
Gradient checking is a way to be sure you got it right.
Approximate the derivative of J(th) by calculating slope of line from J(th-e) to J(th
+e).
  scalar:  gradApprox = J(theta+e) - J(theta-e) / 2e.   e should be small, 10^-4
  vector: each partial derivative is calculated by adding and subtracting episode 
to just the differentiated variable
Then check that gradApprox is approximately equal to DVec from the backprop 
algorithm
Note that gradApprox is slow; don’t run it in the true live system

Random initialization
Initial values for theta, our neural network.
In gradient descent for logistic regression we just set it to all 0s
Degenerate idea: your hidden units end up having the same weights across the 
whole layer
So assign each weight to a random number in range [-c, c]
  Random matrix 10x11: rand(10, 11) * (2*c) - c

Putting it together
pick a network architecture. How many hidden layers? how many nodes in each 
layer?
  default: 1 hidden layer. if more than 1 layer, have same number of nodes in 
each hidden layer
  more hidden layers is generally good. maybe 2x-4x the number of input 
features
training a network
  randomly initialize weights
  implement forward propagation to get h_th(x) for any x
  implement cost function J(th)
  implement backprop to compute partial derviatives.



    do this with a loop over M training examples. don’t try to vectorize over all the 
examples, too complicated
  use gradient checking to compare the backprop partial derivatives against a 
numerical estimate. then disable gradient check
  use an optimization algorithm to find the theta that minimizes J(th)
    note neural network J(th) is not convex, so local optima are a theoretical 
problem (but not in practice)

Autonomous Driving
input: image. training set: where the human steers. learn: where to steer
subtlety: multiple networks (one lane, two lane), use the one with highest 
confidence

Lesson 6: Applying Machine Learning, System Design

Deciding what to try next
Let’s say your trained predictor does poorly on real data. Wutdo?
  More training examples? Often doesn’t help
  More features? Fewer features? Polynomial features? Tweak lambda?
  People often just guess at improvements, then fail
Use a Diagnostic: a test to gain insight what is/isnt working with a learning 
algorithm

Evaluating a hypothesis
Overfit hypothesis may be good for training set, but doesn’t work on real data
Split data: 70% training / 30% test
Calculate cost function J(theta) against the test set
Or calculate misclassification error: 1 if classifier is correct, 0 if it’s wrong. 
Average: get percentage of test set misclassified.

Model Selection and Train/Validation/Test Sets
How to pick an algorithm? Polynomial? Parameters like lambda?
Try training a bunch of models, then pick the one with lowest J(theta) against 
test data!
However then you can’t use J(theta) for anything else; you’ve now convolved the 
test data with the selected model
So split input into three pieces: 60% Training set, 20% cross-validation set CV, 
and 20% test set
  J_train, J_CV, J_test: summaries of errors of trained model against respective 
sets
Use cross-validation set to pick the model. Only use test set for final test.



Diagnosing bias vs variance
Bias: our model is underfit. Low order polynomial?
  Training error is high, cross-validation error is high.  J_train ~= J_CV
Variance: our model is overfit. High order polynomial?
  Training error is low, cross-validation error is high. J_train << J_CV

Regularization and Bias/Variance
Choosing lambda:
  Train models with various values of lambda
  Then look at J_CV(theta) for each lambda-trained theta. Pick best one!
  Note this J_Train and J_CV *excludes* the regularization parameter. We use it 
for the optimizer, but not for the evaluation
Small lambda tends to be high variance, overfit. J_train is low. J_CV is high.
High lambda tends to be high bias, underfit. J_train is high. J_CV is high.
Once again: just right is J_train moderate, J_CV moderate (but lowest across 
lambdas)

Learning curves diagnostic
Plot J_train or J_cv against the size of the training set (m)
  J_train generally grows as training set gets bigger
  J_cv decreases as training set gets bigger
High bias case: J_cv =~ J_train when you have the largest training set size
  The error in general is pretty high. But adding more data won’t help.
High variance: J_cv > J_train when you have the largest training set size
  More training data could help!

Deciding what to try next (revisited)
More training examples? Fixes high variance.
Smaller set of features? Fixes high variance.
Add more features? Fixes high bias problems.
Add polynomial features? Fixes high bias problems.
Decrease lambda? Fixes high bias problems.
Increase lambda? Fixes high variance problems.

Neural networks and overfitting
Small networks, one hidden layer, prone to underfitting. But is cheaper to 
compute
Large networks, more layers / nodes, more prone to overfitting. Use lambda to 
balance that out.
You can use cross validation to try to pick network architecture and number of 
nodes



Choosing what to work on: Error Analysis
Lots of options for how you might improve your machine learning system. 
What’s worth your time?
Start with some very simple algorithm and test it
  Plot learning curves to decide if you need more data, features, etc.
  Error analysis: manually examine the cross-validation errors and look for a 
pattern
  What types of inputs are failing? What features would have helped classify 
those?
Useful to have a specific measure of success, a number to quantify model 
correctness.
  e.g. should I use a stemmer before classifying spam? 5% error without 
stemming, 3% with. Sure, stem!

Error metrics for skewed classes
If you’re building a classifier for a feature that’s only True 0.5% of the time, then 
1% error is terrible.
  Skewed classes makes both absolute and relative error metrics difficult
Precision: for all cases where we predict True, what fraction is actually True?
  = true positive / (true positive + false positive)
Recall: for all cases which are True, what fraction did we predict true?
  = true positive / (true positive + false negative)

Trading off precision and recall
Instead of 0.5 threshold for logistic classifier, use different value
  > 0.5 threshold: Higher precision, lower recall.
  < 0.5 threshold: Higher recall, lower precision
Precision / recall graph can have different curves
F1 score: boil precision and recall down to a single number to compare learned 
things
  F = 2 * P * R / (P + R).  better than just the average. In range of [0,1]

Large Data for machine learning
Banko and Brill 2001: throwing more data at a learning system really does help
True, but only if the input features are really enough to predict the output
Low bias algorithms benefit from large data, because it’ll be harder to overfit to 
the data
  Low bias means J_train will be small. Lots of data mean J_train == J_test

Lesson 7: Support Vector Machines



SVM definition
SVM: new cost function. Replace smooth logistic curve with a pair of straight 
lines inflected at +1 and -1
Also SVM regularizes slightly differently and normalizes the cost over samples 
differently
  These are basically differences in scaling constant, doesn’t affect dynamics
H_th(x) = 1 if theta’ * X >= 0, 0 otherwise

Large Margin Intuition
The cost function biases the theta vectors to classify by a large margin
Not enough for theta’ * X >= 0; cost function wants it >= 1 or <= -1. 
The SVM decision boundary tends to separate the two classes by as large a 
margin as possible
Depends on C: C very large is a bit like overfitting the data with a low lambda.

Mathematics behind Large Margin Classification
Explains using vector projection how SVM results in large margins

Kernels
Synthetic features; take inputs x1, x2, etc and map them to features f1, f2, f3…
Gaussian kernel function: Instead use a function with is “proximity to 
landmarks”.
  f1 = similarity(x, l1) = e^(- (dist(x, l)^2 / 2 sigma^2)
  f1 = 1 if x is near L, and 0 if it’s far away
  sigma controls the steepness of the slope from 0 to 1. High sigma, gentler 
curve
  because all f terms are positive and additive, the boundary function ends up 
being “is it near any of these locations?”
How do you pick the landmarks? Put one landmark at every single training set 
input.
  This blows our F vector of training data out. m samples, we’re training on an 
mXm matrix.
  Also something funky about how the regularization parameter is scaled by a 
matrix, he said “don’t worry about it”
  Computational tricks make SVMs work well with kernels, can make it efficient. 
Use some package to do it.
SVM parameters:
  Large C (1/lambda): overfit, lower bias, high variance. Small C: higher bias, low 
variance.
  Large sigma^2: higher bias, lower variance. Smaller sigma^2: lower bias, 
higher variance



SVMS in Practice
Use a package to solve for theta, don’t write your own. liblinear and libsvm
You choose C
You choose kernel
  Linear kernel: simple theta’ * x, linear classifier. good with large # features, 
small training set.
  Gaussian kernel. Need to choose sigma^2. Good for small # features, large 
training set.
    Do feature scaling before using the Gaussian kernel
  Some similarity functions are not valid kernels; need to satisfy Mercer’s 
Theorem so implementations converge
  Polynomial kernel: (x’ * l + c) ^ d
  String kernel, chi-square kernel, histogram intersection kernel, …
Multi-class: do one vs. all. Train K SVMs, one for each class.
Logistic regression vs SVMs
  use logistic regression if you have lots of features relative to training set size. or 
maybe use a linear kernel
  “lots of features”: >10,000. “small training set”: < 1000
  If # features small and training set very large: 50,000+, then add more features, 
use logistic regression / SVM+linear kernel
Neural networks work in many settings, but may be slower to train

  
Lesson 8: Unsupervised Learning

Clustering: k-means
Pick centroids. Assign points to nearest centroid.
Minimize mean distance to each selected centroid by moving centroid towards 
mean of selected points.
Algorithm:
  assign clusters: find the nearest centroid to every sample point
  move centroids: calculate average of points for each cluster, new centroid = 
average
    remove any centroids that have no points assigned to them. or just randomly 
reinitialize it
k-means works on non-segmented data too. example: 3 t-shirt sizes for a smear 
of people sizes.
Cost function J is “Distortion”: minimize distance for each point from their 
assigned centroid
  Algorithm minimizes that, no proof offered.



Clustering: Random initialization
Set K initial centroids to random points from your dataset
Risk of getting stuck at local optima because your initial centroids were unlucky
So instead, try out 100 different random initial centroids, pick the one with 
lowest distortion (cost)
  Only works if you have a small K, like 3 or 4 clusters.

Clustering: choosing number of clusters
Most popular: choose it manually, using domain knowledge
Can try various values of K, look for “elbow”; the place where cost function 
stops improving significantly
  in practice the elbow isn’t so obvious, doesn’t work
Maybe pick K because you need that in the output. T-shirt sizes: small/medium/
large, so K=3!

Dimensionality reduction motivation
Data compression: reduce redundant input data, reduce correlated features to 
fewer features
Will allow us to run algorithms more quickly
Project N dimensional vectors to K dimensional vectors where K < N
Motivation: data visualization. Easier to visualize 2 or 3 dimensional data.
  Not always obvious what the reduced features mean, but you can puzzle it out

Principal Component Analysis
Formally: find a lower dimensional projection that has a minimal distance from 
the original data.
PCA is not linear regression! Linear regression has a distinguished variable y, the 
“answer” we’re predicting.
  PCA is just trying to simplify features.

PCA Algorithm:
1. Mean normalize data so mean is 0
2. Rescale data to roughly [-1 1] (by scaling to standard deviation of data
3. Compute covariance matrix Sigma. Sigma = (1/m) * X’ * X.
4. Compute eigenvectors of Sigma. Octave: use Singular Value Decomposition. 
[U, S, V] = svd(Sigma).
5. U matrix columns are N matrices. U_reduce: leftmost K vectors and that’s our 
projection.  U(:,1:k)
Project data vectors on to U. Z = U_reduce ‘ * x
To get original data back, reproject back. : X_approx = U_reduce * Z.

Choosing the number of principal components
Error measure: Percent of Value Retained



Heuristic: choose smallest K so that 99% of variance is retained. Accept 1% 
error.
  Maybe as low as 85% retained.
Dumb algorithm; start with K=1, keep increasing until you get your desired error.
Better algorithm: error for a given K can be computed quickly from the SVD 
return value S.

How to apply PCA
Speed up learning: fewer dimensions in your data = faster computation
  Don’t calculate the PCA over the test / validation test data! Only the training 
set.
  In practice you can reduce data 5x or 10x without losing anything important.
Visualization: pick K=2, K=3 so you can draw it easily.
Bad use of PCA: use it to prevent overfitting. Sorta works, but there are better 
ways to avoid overfitting.
Don’t over apply PCA: try it with original data first. Use it as an optimization for 
CPU / memory use.

Lesson 9: Anomaly Detection, Recommender Systems

Density Estimation
Anomaly detection: is a sample x out of the norm for the typical set X?
Useful for fraud detection, detecting defects, find malfunctioning machines in 
your datacenter
Gaussian distribution, bell shape curve  x ~ N(mu,sigma^2): 
Parameter estimation: figure out mean and std. dev from an input dataset
Algorithm
  p(x) = p(x_1) * p(x_2) * p(x_3)… i.e., products of the probability of each element 
of the vector
  note each p(x_j) is relative to mu_j and sigma_j^2; i.e. each variable has its own 
gaussian
  1. choose features that will be of interest to anomaly detection
  2. fit parameters mu, sigma to training set of presumed non-anomalous 
examples
  3. to test a new x, calculate p(x) and it’s an anomaly if p(x) < epsilon
  summary: “is this point N standard deviations outside the mean?”
Multivariate Gaussian: a generalization
  Simple approach above is linear. Detects anomalies in each feature, but not 
correlations of features
  Instead of modeling p(x_1), p(x_2).. separately, model all of p(x) at once
  Sigma is now a matrix and mu a vector. Calculating Sigma and mu is still 
straightforward.



  Apply it through the algorithm the same way.
  Strictly a generalization: the simple version is multivariate with constraint 
Sigma is a diagonal matrix
  Advantage: don’t have to manually construct features based on domain 
knowledge of correlations
  Problem: CPU doesn’t scale as well with large numbers of features. Also 
requires more data than features.

Recommender Systems
Big idea: some ML systems can learn which features are relevant.
Problem statement: given a bunch of movie ratings from users, predict their 
ratings for things they haven’t rated yet
Content based approach: If we have other features for a movie (say: amount of 
romance, amount of action)
  then we can just do linear regression prediction correlation of movie features to 
user’s ratings
  Given features, we can infer user preferences
Collaborative filtering: a recommender system without pre-labelled features.
  Suppose movies still can be described by features 1 and 2 (say, romance and 
action)
  We just don’t know what the values are for movies
  If users give us their feature preferences and we know their ratings, we can 
derive the movie features
    i.e.: “people who love action movies loved this, so it must be an action movie”
  Given user preferences, we can infer features
Chicken and egg problem? No, just iteratively keep learning back and forth and 
it works!
  But we can do this more efficient, solve for both features X and preferences 
Theta simultaneously
  Define a cost function for both X and Theta, optimize it simultaneously
Algorithm
  1. initialize X and Theta to small random values
  2. Minimize J using gradient descent or whatever
  3. A user’s predicted rating is Theta’ * x
Vectorization: “low rank matrix factorization”
  Way to vectorize calculating predictions of all users predictions of all movies
  X: matrix of features for movie. Each rows is a feature vector, M rows for M 
movies
  Theta: matrix of user preferences. Each row is a user’s preference vector theta, 
N rows for N users
  Ratings = X * Theta’
Finding related movies
  Learned features are often not obvious as to what they really mean



  But if distance between two movies feature vectors is small, they are similar
Detail: mean normalization
  If a user has no ratings, we can’t do anything really useful for them.
  Subtract the average rating for a movie from the row of user ratings for that 
movie.
  Use that as input to learning system
  Sort of a constant bias for each movie; this way we predict a new user will 
think a movie is the average

Lesson 10: Large Scale Machine Learning

L.earning with large datasets
Low bias algorithms with lots of data do well in general.
But even O(n) stuff is a problem with n = 100,000,000. Both CPU and I/O.

Stochastic gradient descent
Ordinary batch gradient descent is O(n) in number of training samples
Instead of updating theta after calculating cost over the entire dataset each step
  be sure to shuffle the data so you get a random permutation when iterating!
  update theta just a little bit after calculating cost against a single datum each 
step
  more of a random drunken walk of gradient descent, not every step is better
  it never strictly converges, but it does get close to optimal solution
Can be much faster
In total, you can get away with looking at each sample only 1–10 times.

Mini batch gradient descent
Batch gradient descent uses all n data examples per iteration. Stochastic uses 1 
per iteration.
Mini batch uses b examples, a random subset of the training set. b = 2-100.
  Lets you still vectorize the code a little bit. Pick b to be the number of vector 
computations you can do at once.
Slides have you looking at each sample exactly once.

Stochastic gradient descent convergence
How do you know it’s working right? How do you measure convergence?
Ordinary means of checking convergence requires you calculate J(theta) for the 
entire dataset. Too expensive!
  Instead, every 1000 iterations just look at the average J(theta) for the last 1000 
samples.
  Gives you a pretty good window into how it’s converging
  1000 is a bit arbitrary. bigger gives smoother curve, but more work before you 



get feedback
Stochastic gradient descent never converges. But if you shrink learning rate 
alpha over time, it will converge
  May not be worth the bother.

Online Learning
Learning from a continuous stream of data
Just keep updating your model theta every time you get new data from a user
  Like stochastic learning; updating with one sample at a time
Neat thing is it will adapt to changing reality
  User preferences shift ofter time, your learning system can adapt

Map reduce and data parallelism
Many learning algorithms are embarrassingly parallel, just split the data into 
subsets and sum at the end.
  map := calculate error for sample N
  reduce: average errors over all samples
In general, when the learning algorithm is “sum functions over training set”, it’s 
probably good for map reduce

Lesson 11: Photo OCR

Problem description
Identify text in photographs
OCR pipeline:
1. Find regions of text image
2. Segment a rectangle into individual characters
3. Classify individual characters
4. Spelling correction, clean up OCR errors
(Pipelines are a common thing in real ML systems.)

Sliding Windows
For identifying useful regions in an image.
Simpler example: pedestrian detection. People have a constant aspect ratio.
So define that aspect ratio, then just step a rectangle over that side to get 
subsets
  then classify that rectangle as pedestrian / not pedestrian
  still have to look at different scales of rectangles, but all one aspect ratio
Text is harder; variable aspect ratio
  Run detector with squares. Adjacent squares that look like text are combined 
into one text region
Sliding windows can also be used for character segmentation



  Use a 1d sliding window to classify whitespace that breaks characters

Artificial data synthesis
Generate your own training data
  For example, paste characters from random fonts over backgrounds, train on 
those.
  Or introduce distortions to training data: warp images, distort audio, etc
Warning: don’t just add random noise to data, doesn’t usually help

Getting more data
More data only helps low-bias classifiers. Don’t bother with more data if your 
problem is high bias.
How much work would it be to get 10x as much data?
  Artificial data synthesis
  Collect / label data yourself
  Crowd source data, say Mechanical Turk

Ceiling analysis: what to work on next?
Focus your effort on where it will be useful
Estimate the errors due to each component in your pipeline
Compare accuracy of whole system to accuracy of system with components 
replaced by perfect oracle
  Replace just first step with oracle
  Replace first and second step with oracle
  …
  Now go work on the step in your pipeline with the most room for improvement
Do this test before spending a lot of time optimizing something that may not be 
worth the effort.

Course Summary
Supervised learning
  Linear regression, logistic regression, neural networks, SVMs
Unsupervised learning
  K-means, PCA, Anomaly detection
Special topics
  Recommender systems, large scale machine learning
Advice on building a system
  Bias/variance, regularization
  Deciding what to work on next: ceiling analysis
  Evaluation of algorithms, learning curves, error analysis


